
Meet Our Donors

“I support NAMSI support NAMS 
financially because I 
am passionate about the a pass o ate about t e
organization’s Mission 
and Vision and the 
organization’s efforts 
to achieve them!”

Diane T. Pace, PhD, FNP, NCMP



Meet Our Donors
“I would encourage others to 
view NAMS not simply as anview NAMS not simply as an 
organization but as part of a 
community of women. An co u ty o o e
organization is held together 
by teamwork and a common y
vision, but financial support 
is also imperative. Without 
financial contributions, it is 
very hard for an organization 
t ff ll it i bl t ff ”to offer all it is able to offer.” Margaret W. Wong, Esq.



Meet Our Donors

“NAMS has done so much for me: friendships, cutting 
d i f ti ibl t t i ledge information, responsible responses to controversial 

products and scientific reports, and importantly, accurate 
and respected interactions with the public I wanted toand respected interactions with the public. I wanted to 
give something back.”

Leon Speroff, MD
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“NAMS is the premier resource 

Meet Our Donors

for women, healthcare 
practitioners, and researchers 
to find complete and current 
information about the years 
surrounding menopause. 

Funding this unique society helps promote 
fhealthy aging for all women through education, 

referral lists, and clarification of complicated 
f ”

Isaac Schiff, MD
scientific issues.”
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“It is my honor to donateIt is my honor to donate 
to the NAMS Foundation 
which supports manywhich supports many 
invaluable programs 
related to the healthrelated to the health 
of postmenopausal 
women ”women.

Risa Kagan, MD, FACOG, CCD, NCMP
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“I see my donation furthering the NAMS Mission 
to promote the health and quality of life of women 
through an understanding of menopause through 
NAMS i ifi i d d i l liNAMS scientific meetings and educational literature 
that communicate the latest research about women’s 
midlife years to millions of people ”midlife years to millions of people.

Ms. Lynn Sobel, Consumer
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“In my clinical practice at the Mass General 
Hospital, I can only care for one patient at a 
time. By donating to NAMS, I'm able to improve 
the care of thousands of midlife women each 
year, through high quality education for them 

d th i h lth id ”and their health care providers.”
Jan L. Shifren, MD, NCMP
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“Since its inception twenty years 
ago, almost the entirety of myago, almost the entirety of my 
professional life, I have looked to 
NAMS as the bottom-line single-
most reliable source of information 
about menopause and women's 
health at midlife and beyond Inhealth at midlife and beyond. In 
calm seas or storm, NAMS comes 
through Let's make certain ourthrough. Let s make certain our
beacon of light continues to shine brightly and shine 
broadly for all to see! To the next twenty years of 

Cynthia A. Stuenkel, MD, NCMP
NAMS leadership!”
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“NAMS has the current and accurate information women 
d d it i t d t k ithi th i t I tneed, and it is too good to keep within the society. I want 

to help NAMS disseminate it to more women and health 
care providers to make a difference in women's health atcare providers to make a difference in women s health at 
midlife and beyond.”

Marilyn L. Rothert, PhD, RN, FAAN
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“Menopause eventually 
impacts everyone, and 
NAMS is the sole 
organization dedicated to 
presenting truth to both 
consumers and providers.”

Wulf H Utian MD PhD DSc(Med) NCMPWulf H. Utian, MD, PhD, DSc(Med), NCMP
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“NAMS is not only a source of 
current information but also acurrent information but also a 
great source of reference 
materials that can be sustainedmaterials that can be sustained 
only with the help of the NAMS 
Foundation For me supportingFoundation. For me, supporting 
the Foundation is a way to say 
thank you for being there for methank you for being there for me 
and my patients.”

Maria E. Bleszynski, MD, FRCS(C)
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“I t th bj ti it“I respect the objectivity 
with which NAMS weighs 

id b t ’evidence about women’s 
health and its dedication to 

i th t id tconveying that evidence to 
the public.”

Pauline M. Maki, PhD
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“I hope my donation will support 
further study of menopause and 
the aging process in women 
and that my support will help get 
d ti l t i l t theducational materials to those 

who need it most.”

Ms. Mary Waterman, Consumer
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“We live in times where financial 
resouces are scarce... and we are 
all often bombarded from all sides 
to ‘give back.’ NAMS is an important 
and unique society dedicated toand unique society dedicated to 
promoting midlife women's health 
and beyond. And unlike sick children,and beyond. And unlike sick children, 
cancer or heart diseases, it may not be ‘sexy’ but is no 
less important to my patients. It lacks the philanthropic 
‘appeal’ of these other areas and as such that is why I 
choose to help NAMS fulfill its very important Mission 
with my contribution ”

Steven R. Goldstein, MD, FACOG, CCD, NCMP

with my contribution.”
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“Since the first NAMSSince the first NAMS 
meeting I attended 20 
years ago NAMS hasyears ago, NAMS has 
been the highlight of my 
professional year I wantprofessional year. I want 
NAMS to continue to serve 
others the same way ”others the same way.

Margery Gass, MD, NCMPg y



Meet Our Donors
“I donate to NAMS because 
of its profound commitmentof its profound commitment 
to understanding menopause 
and improving health forand improving health for 
women during the transition 
and far beyond. The resourcesand far beyond. The resources
that NAMS provides for clinicians, researchers, 
and the public, from its flagship journal to its guide p g p j g
books to its Web site, are truly exceptional and 
unsurpassed in breadth and quality.”

JoAnn E. Manson, MD, DrPH
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“I always consider it a privilege 
t b bl t k d tito be able to make a donation 
to NAMS. I know of no other 
Society that contributes so 
much to the health of women 
in their mid-life and beyond and 
to the continuing education of 
the professionals that provide 
for their care.”

Thomas B. Clarkson, DVM
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“I decided to start contributing 
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g

to NAMS about 3 years ago, 
when I realized how much 
I had learned over the years 
from all these smart people! p p
I am very honored to be a 
part of this extraordinary  Tara Allmen, MD, NCMPp y
community.”
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“After attending several NAMS 
functions, I was impressed by 
this well-run organization 
successfully fulfilling its Mission 
to educate so many women. 
Partnering with NAMS and 
helping to further its cause

ll t i b k t i tiallows us to give back to an organization 
that has given so much.”

Mr. Raymond N. Sussel 
Financial Consultant
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“I donate to NAMS because I support the organization’s 
i i d i i d b li th t thvision and mission and believe that, more than ever, 

there is a great need for an independent, evidence-
based resource on women’s health at menopausebased resource on women s health at menopause 
and beyond.”

Elizabeth Contestabile, RN, BScN, NCMP


